
March 1st 2022

Kia ora koutou

Today’s Covid related Updates:

Staff on leave isolating as Household Contacts or Covid Cases

Over the next week we expect the number of staff required to isolate, to increase. We are planning for this
today even though it is not an issue yet. Based on numbers in classes and availability of relievers we will deal
with each situation case-by-case where a class needs to be covered because of a class teacher being absent.
The cost of a reliever comes out of the school's operational grant and so we need to be financially savvy as we
consider our options. Because of the current pandemic, leave requirements are going to be much greater than
normal, hence the need to also be financially wise. This financial savvy-ness would come into play where we
have a class that needs covering but only half the class are attending school anyway. In this situation, where
attendance is low for example, we would more likely put this group with another class with lower numbers
(which is the case across the board at the moment). We will be considering the following options:

● Calling in a reliever, which will be dependent on availability and numbers of students in the class
attending

● Using existing part-time registered teachers or non-classroom registered teachers to cover a class
day-to-day

● Buddying up two classes together if numbers are low in both classes
● Splitting the class

Year 5&6 Camp

A notice is coming out about this to parents of Korimako and Pukeko students. We are canceling the planned
stay at Tui Ridge at the end of this term and instead planning for a Year 5&6 camp based at Oropi, where they
will stay the night at school and be immersed in a range of outdoor education opportunities around the region.
This will enable us to be flexible and confirm dates closer to the time rather than with advance notice. There
are too many unknowns trying to work towards a camp in only 6 weeks given the current stage of our Omicron
outbreak. All other year levels will have camps later in the year, by which time we should be through this.

Frozen Friday

Frozen Friday has been cancelled this week.
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